Abstract. With this letter we aim to present a class of learning models derived from the study of the dynamics of an abstract rigid mechanical system 6]. Application to blind source separation is illustrated through computer simulations.
Introduction
Learning a connection (weight) matrix for a neural network may be conceived as an optimization problem, which in some cases may be constrained by the nature of the task that the network should perform. In neural blind source separation 1{4, 8, 9] by pre-whitening (see 4, 9] and references therein), the separation network that works on pre-whitened data has to learn an orthonormal connection matrix, that is a p m (m p) matrix W such that W T W = I m . When standard gradient steepest ascent/descent method is used for updating the weight matrix, it is necessary to include into the optimization system some mechanism that The point exerts a force on each mass and the set of the forces so generated causes the motion of S. Furthermore, masses move in a homogeneous and hysotropic uid endowed with a non-negligible viscosity whose resistance brakes the system motion. The dynamics of this system is described by the following theorem. Theorem 1. 6] Let S be the physical system described above: denote with F the matrix of the active forces, with P the matrix of the viscosity resistance, with H the angular speed matrix, with M the diagonal matrix of the masses and with W the matrix of the instantaneous positions of the masses. In the special case where M = I, the motion of the system obeys the following equations: dW dt = HW ; P = ? HW (1) dH dt = 1 4 (F + P)W T ? W(F + P) T ] ; (2) with being a positive parameter termed viscosity coe cient.
2
The above result states that if W(0) is orthonormal, then for t > 0 the W(t) keeps orthonormal, that is W T (t)W(t) = I m . This is due to the rigidity of the system which can only rotate around O. In order to illustrate how the above dynamical system can be used in optimization, we suppose that forcing terms derive from a Potential Energy Function (PEF) U, therefore we assume 6]:
F def = ?2 @U @W : (3) Generally speaking, we can suppose U dependent upon W only, in the sense that U = E x u(W; x; y)]. Recalling that a (dissipative) mechanical system reaches the equilibrium when its own potential energy U is at its minimum (or local minima), we can assume U = +J c , with J c being a cost function to be minimized, or U = ?J o , where J o is an objective function to be maximized, both under the constraint of orthonormality.
In order to implement the algorithm we need a discretization of the 
where k c is a positive scaling factor. The resulting active force (3) has the expression:
where the ( ) 3 acts component-wise. 
